Dormitory Board Votes Permanent Open House

Open house for women will no longer be limited to specific occasions in the permanent dormitories, but will be from 3:00 p.m. until 12:00 midnight on Saturdays and Sundays, and from 2:00 p.m. until 9:30 p.m. on Sundays beginning the day after the execution of the Dormitory Board.

Permanent open house will be on a one-year period until the Christmas vacation when a permanent policy will be decided. Hereafter open house has only been permitted when special affairs, such as dances, took place on campus; approval by the Dormitory Board was necessary for each individual case.

Last year a group of students "protested" on a point most applied for and were given permission to have open house Friday and Saturday after the menstrual houses, but because of frequent abuse of this privilege it was discontinued during the spring term, stated Professor J. H. Hamilton, chairman of the Dormitory Board. At one time, when the undergraduate dormitory was open, again, it was resident students that the Bobo and Crafts lounge were open to women visitors any day of the week until midnight.

Occcupants Of Unusual House To Be Warmed By Sun's Heat

By Marvin C. Grossman

Rew: few people complain about fuel bills, especially after a severe winter, similar to flat which one according to another 1950 poll, that 45% of the students found that certain scientists had similar technique. They decided to do something about it.

In fact, you might say they had a brain idea. Why not use the sun's energy for heating? Sound good, and perhaps it would be feasible to stir up some energy during the day, and in some way get it back when the sun wasn't shining.

Experiments Begin On Solar Energy

As the Cambridge winters became worse, Dr. Godfrey L. Cabot of Harvard, thought that perhaps technology experiments could do something to save the world heat. Consequently, a "Solar Energy" Commission was formed.

Detailed technical report, jammed with such phrases as "Each house was provided with a thin-pane|of glass, connected to a liquid-coupled heat exchanger, and a control instrument," revealed that, once upon a time, a little shanty had been built on the campus for the purpose of studying the economic aspects of this radiant energy.

Evidently the experiments were successful, and it was decided that it might be possible to construct a solar-heated house for practical as well as experimental purposes. In other words, the scientists asked, why not build a solar house, and then get people to live in it directly.

Sun-Heated House Now Being Built

Down by the Smith House, the expert may observe the direct results of these experiments. A real house-to-goodness solar house is being built, and red only that (Continued on Page 7)

Flying Club Gets Another Cessna For Night Flying

Open Ground School To Show Action Films

"Bedford Tower, this is Cessna 701 requesting clearance for take off," backed through the control tower's loud speaker, as the Tech Flying Club's new Cessna 140 headed towards the runway. "Approach, Towers, Pacific Union College, and Leonard O. Nippe, 30, tested the ship and closed the deal.

Two Make First Solo

In the forenoon we had watched William H. Endres, '61, and John R. Dawson, '59, solo for the first time. At 2:00 o'clock, with LeRoy B., a former navy pilot and instructor, had been flying and instructing for the club most of the day, and now, too, were getting advantage of the sunshine.

Somewhere over Boston, Ed gave the (Continued on Page 8)

Oscar, Geiger Split On Outcome

Soops, Frosh Clash Tomorrow At Briggs Field

Glittering a month of intense preparations, the teams of '51 and '52 will clash in a five-hour battle royale for the champion of Harvard's traditional Field Day meet. Five athletic events, the first of which gets under way at 12:30 noon, plus a tug-of-war and the removed glove race will provide the afternoon of Sophomore-freshman competition.

When both sides of fresh-sports' best chance of a victory tomorrow? According to Oscar Howard, veteran track coach and Grainswami of Field Day propostion, the Frosh have the edge in a walk.

Here's how the two men rate the Field Day events:

Organize Marshall, Ushers

A meeting in 10-250 on Monday for the others and candidates for Field Day received final instructions for regaining tomorrow's activities.

The conduct of Field Day is expected to be a fine, fall day, similar to those of last year except that no probabilities of counting givers from the Glove Fight will be employed. The team capturing the largest number of points will win, regardless of the relative number of men from each class participating.

On Saturday, a distinctive symbol for indicating the start and finish of the fight will be employed, in an attempt to stir up the confusion that existed last fall.